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Plant Responses to Salt Stress
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Abstract
Salt stress is one of the harmful abiotic stress factors. It makes agricultural lands
especially in arid and semi-arid regions useless despite the efforts. More than six
percent of total world agricultural lands are on the edge of vanishing due to salt stress.
Salinity in soil occurs as a result of the factors such as lack of drainage, improper
irrigation, excessive accumulation of soluble salts. Salinity limits the growth of
plants. Despite the main results, some results of plants due to these limitations vary
from species to species. The negative effects get morphological, biochemical and
physiological reactions from plants. Slowed or stopped growth of roots and shoots,
closuring of stomata, germination slowing, decreased or stopped development of
seedling, deterioration of photosynthetic activity are the main reactions of plants
to stress. On the other hand, plants also develop tolerance mechanisms as a result
of some auxiliaries for surviving under adverse conditions. Plants have tendency to
protect themselves from salinity with osmotic protectants synthesized by them such
as sugars, proline, amino acids, glycine betaine. In this review, the responses of plants
to salt stress were investigated and gathered.
Keywords: salt stress, plant response, ion toxicity, osmotic stress, oxidative stress

1. Introduction
The most important factor in the survival of humanity is food. A person,
who cannot access to enough food for survive, cannot continue its development
and eventually lose its life. For meeting the food needs of growing population,
agricultural production has to be increased by 87% by 2050 [1]. For fulfilling the
food needs of world besides increasing the cultivated lands, it is necessary to take
maximum efficiency and benefit from the yield. Food, which can be called the
main source of our lives, is produced by plants. When plants contain essential
external and internal factors they go under phase of production the food that
enables the living population of the world to survive. However, the needed food
sometimes cannot be obtained from the plant due to external factors. In plants, the
external factor reducing growth of plant, decreasing yield of plant, inhibition plant
development, is called stress. Stress causes reactions in altered gene expression in
plants, cell metabolism, growth rates, yield and many other areas. In addition to
these factors, stress causes death of plant and the loss of quality and quantity in
plants. Generally, stress can be biotic stress caused by living factors such as microorganisms, wild plants, pathogens or can be abiotic stress caused by non-living
factors such as temperature, mineral toxicity, various gasses [2]. For surviving
against these negative factors, plants develop some response mechanisms. Mostly
they are in two tendencies. Plants can prevent the activities of stress factors with
1
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developing mechanisms or they may try to continue their lives by protecting themselves against external factors with tolerance mechanisms. Soil salinity is one of
the biggest problems that are considered among abiotic stress factors and decrease
the usability of our agricultural lands today.
Soil salinity is considered as one of the most important problems of agriculture
throughout history [3]. It limits agricultural production by especially harming the
crop yields [4]. 1125 million ha of cultivated lands in world are coping with salinity,
76 million ha of agriculture lands are in the effect of human-induced salinity and
sodicity [5]. One out of five irrigated lands are affected by salinity and every year 1.5
million ha agriculture lands lose their suitability for agricultural production. And if
the conditions continue this way, 50% of the cultivated lands will be at the edge of
loss by 2050 [6–7]. Salinity is a condition of the reason of high concentration soluble
salts and when the ECe value is 4 dS/m−1 and more, the soil is considered as salty.
Soil salinity creates stress in two ways [4]. The salts with high concentrations in the
soil complicate to get water to cells for roots and salts with high concentrations in
the plant causes toxicity. The salt outside of plant root affects cell expansion and cell
growth directly. Toxic concentrations of salt spend time for accumulation before
affecting the plant [4].
The effect of salt on cell growth and expansion, plant membrane irregularity, ion
toxicity, changing metabolic process, the mechanism of germination, photosynthetic
activity, shoot and root lengths, leaf development is incontroversible [8, 9]. And
plants develop some mechanisms to get rid of from these negative effects. Since NaCl
is the most soluble and common salt, all plants develop mechanisms for regulating the accumulation of NaCl [10]. Halophytes, plant species of high salinity soils,
maintain better this extracting from plant than glycophytes, which do not have any
tolerance to high salinity soils [11]. Because the salinity is common in arid and semiarid regions, adaptation mechanisms of plants occur according to these low water
potentially areas [4]. For coping with harmful effects of salinity, plants create a lot of
different morphological, physiological and biochemical adaptations [12].

2. Abiotic stress and salt stress
2.1 Abiotic stress
Abiotic stress is a type of stress caused by environmental factors that affects
plant growth, development, yield and seed quality in a negative way. Abiotic stress
usually affects plant with factors like drought or floods, excessive light, excessive
high or low temperature, lack of minerals, excessive pH in soil. Abiotic stress cannot
directly occur, they are caused by multiple factor interactions. For example, “acid
stress usually occurs because of the interaction aluminium toxicity” [13]. Plants
create responses in 4 stages against abiotic stress effect. 1-Beginning alarm phase,
2-acclimation phase, 3-repair phase, 4-exhaustion phase [14]. The effect of stress
is linked to plant sensitivity. When some species are so sensitive to external factors,
some can tolerate it. From abiotic stresses, after drought stress the most effective
factor on our world is mineral stress. In the occurrence of mineral stress, salinity is
the most effective factor [2]. Big part of our agricultural lands suffer from salinity
and each day this situation is getting impassable.
2.2 Salinity and salt stress
Salinity occurs due to problems like wrong usage of agricultural lands, lack of
rain, excess evaporation, lack of drainage. Soils that have salt concentrations that
2
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prevent plant growth (Ece > 4 dS/m−1) and soils that do not have salt concentrations
that disturb the structure of soil (ESP < 15) is called saline soil. Due to the excessive
accumulations of these salts, affecting features like plant growth, development,
yield, seed quality is called salt stress. Today, irrigation is being made in 17% of arid
and semi-arid lands in the world and due to wrong treatments approximately 20%
of these irrigated lands are being unproductive, plant presence is under negative
cycle with it [2]. There is a little bit different situation in our country. Irrigation
needed lands covers 2% of surface areas and 74% of these lands (approximately
12 thousand hectares) are exposed to negative effects of salt [15]. Soil salinity
puts plant into stress with complicating ground-water flow from roots due to high
concentrations of salts and with causing toxicity due to accumulation of high
concentrations of salt in the plant [4]. The plants that struggles with salinity try
to continue their life cycles by giving morphological, biochemical, physiological
responses. More than 800 million ha agricultural lands are under negative effects of
salinity in the world. This ratio composes more than 6% of world total agricultural
lands [16]. Salinity separates as primary and secondary salinity. While primary
salinity occurs by natural factors like oceans, corrosion of rocks, human induced
secondary salinity occurs by excessive irrigation in agricultural lands, deterioration
of agricultural land structure [4]. This situation shows its effect more day by day.
Being estimated that 50% of cultivated agricultural lands will be under salt stress
by 2050 [17]. NaCl and Na2SO4 salts are the main reasons affecting the salinity of
agricultural lands [18]. It is easier to understand whether the plant is salt tolerant
at non-lethal salt concentrations during germination and early seedling stages,
the most damages occurs in these stages [19]. Some factors should be considered
in controlling salinity [20]. “In addition to well known principles such as drainage
and management of irrigation resource, cultural practices and agricultural land
development works are also important too. When it comes to cultural practices,
fertilization, planting method, irrigation treatment, land leveling factors come to
mind. Agricultural land developments are development of drainage, land leveling,
breeding irrigations.” [20]. The most important factor affecting salinity is lack of
drainage. It causes million of fertile agricultural lands to be destroyed.

3. Effect of salinity on plants
Salinity composes stress by damaging ionic and osmotic balances in plants.
Osmotic stress caused by increasing the amount of salt in soil, decreases the amount
of water that plant use and as a result physiological drought occurs. After these
conditions, ionic stress occurs in the plant with deterioration of plant ion balance.
Na and Cl ions which increases in medium with ionic stress, get in competition with
essential nutrients such as K+, Ca2+, Mg2+ lead to nutrient deficiency in plant. While
the direct effect of salinity is osmotic and ionic stresses, deteriorations in structure
and synthesis of toxic components composes secondary effect [21].
3.1 Secondary effect of salt stress
The main secondary factors caused by NaCl are, complication in taking of K+
into cells (it is efficient in closure of stomatas), decreasing photosynthetic activity,
generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and programmed cell deaths [22]. K
element is one of the most vital elements for plants for this reason Na+ ions compete
with K+ ions for getting into the cell. Na+ composes stress with blocking K+ influx
into the cell. Ion and hyperosmotic stress causes secondary metabolic effects in
plant and the plant has to decrease these stresses for maintain its development [8].
3
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4. The chances caused by salt stress in plant
Salt stress occurs as a result of excessive salt accumulation in the soil and the
plant cannot take water it needs with roots. Salt stress affects plants by toxicity
caused by osmotic stresses and ions [23]. As a result of these effects, some negative
changes occur in plants.
4.1 The changes in growth characteristics
Plants are the most sensitive at germination and seedling growth stages. In
these stages, many activities expected to occur in natural course of the plant slow
down or stop. Along with these limitations, many limitations such as physiological
drought, sterility, stunted growth, reduction in leaf area, slow or lack blooming,
irregularity of membrane, generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), reduction
in photosynthetic activity can happen. Also, high concentration of salinity causes
reduction in leaf fresh and dry weights, with low humidity it causes reduction in
shoot and root growth on plants. With affecting stomata, salt stress stops permanence of stomatal reactions. Formation of root nodules, plant sprouts and leaves
are affected from salt stress. According to the studies, these negative results can be
counted as the effects of salt stress on plants but the main responses of plants are
still not fully known [24].
4.2 Plant root and shoot length
Root length, root length density and thick roots which are the features of the
root, are very vital in development of subsoil parts of plant by taking the existing
water. A fertile root system during early seedling stage which is the most sensitive
stage, provides advantage in accelerating growth. Since the water which is taken by
plant in danger of being lost easily as a result it has to be taken from non-deep layers
of soil [24].
Roots are one of the vulnerable parts of the plant. While under salt stress reduction
in root length is being seen, in addition to salt stress not being able to use the existing
water negatively affects root and shoot growth of plant. Besides all of these negative
effects, roots are also known as surprisingly strong when they directly exposed to salt
stress [24].
4.3 Cell level effect
4.3.1 Organelle level effect
Without doubt, the most affected organelle in plant from salt stress is chloroplast. Stress mostly affects thylakoids and stroma in chloroplast [2]. Chloroplasts
tend to generate reactive oxygen species such as H2O2, O2−, OH−. Reactive oxygen
species seriously affects plant metabolic activities by causing oxidative damage to
lipids that result in protein breakdown and membrane lipid peroxidation, causing
the thylakoids to swell and turn into a wavy shape [2, 25]. The stress caused by salt,
causes another negative situation starch accumulation which is not known how it
occurred fully in chloroplast. Another negative situation caused by salt stress is
deterioration of grana lamellae. Salt stress disrupts electrical charges that composes
grana lamellae by changing ionic composition.
As a result of stress mitochondria, the another organelle affected from salt
stress, is exposed to negative effects such as structural fragmentations, accelerations
in vacuole forming, swelling and decrease in crystal [26].
4
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4.3.2 Effect of ion toxicity
Accumulation of Na+ and Cl− ions in plant makes negative effect by developing
competitive system with limiting intake of the other ions into the plant. Soluble
salts with high concentrations in soil can cause physiological drought [23]. With
accumulation of soluble salts in plant root area, decrease in plant water intake
occurs. Accumulated salts in root area creates ion imbalance in cells by getting
into plant cells and this imbalance causes growth problems in plant tissues such
as leaves, seeds etc. Excessive Na+ accumulation in plants causes necrosis in old
leaves and high concentrations of Na+ ions in shoots cause metabolic and osmotic
problems [27]. Accumulation of soluble salts in high concentrations in soil causes
negative effects.
4.4 Effect to photosynthesis
It is known that the effect occurring in photosynthesis which is negatively
affected by high and low salt concentrations, may be from stomata, non-stomata,
or both limitations [2]. Several factors can be counted as a reason of decrease in
photosynthetic activity. First reason is reduction in cell permeabilization of CO2 as a
result of dehydration of membranes. High concentration of salt in soil creates high
osmotic potential in plant by limiting water reaching of plant but with decrease in
water potential osmotic stress in plant occurs. Photosynthetic electron transport is
affected negatively. With ion toxicity caused by Na+ and Cl− ions, essential nutrients
cannot be taken and this situation leads to limitation of photosynthesis and generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The changes in enzyme activities also cause
decrease in photosynthesis ratio [24].
4.4.1 Closure of stomata
High concentration salinity in soil causes osmotic stress formation by limiting
water availability of plant with roots whereas closure of stomatas is a first response
of plants. This response of plant limits transpiration and as a result stomata
conductivity decreases [4]. Closure of stomata happens two ways as hydroactive
closure and hydropassive closure [28]. Plants synthesis chemical signal molecules
in occurring of hydroactive closure. ABA is one of the important synthesized
chemical signal molecules and it is effective in plant growth and creating water
balance. Under low water potential ABA molecules are transported into stomata by
roots and old leaves via xylem. Low water potential is sensed by root tip and ABA
molecules are synthesized at the root and transported to shoots with the help of
xylem. The reason of synthesis of ABA molecules is ensuring regulation of stomata
conductivity in low water potential conditions and as a result of this situation, it
causes decrease in leaf water content [2].
4.5 Oxidative stress
With decrease in photosynthesis formation, reactive oxygen species increases
and increasing of reactive oxygen species increases production of enzymes that
enable detoxify of these reactive oxygen species. While plants adapt to changing
environment, they undergo the activation of biochemical processes that prevent
oxidative damages against photosystem, leaf morphology, chloroplast pigment
composition and many other changes. Reactive oxygen species can divide the
activities of plant. For example, DNA, proteins and lipids make negative effects by
mixing into plant metabolism [29].
5
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5. Effect of salinity on some crops
Until 2050, for fulfilling the food needs of increasing population and developing
world, the yield of the crops obtained from crops, which have undeniable effects
in human life, has to increase by 50% [30]. The most effective factor in limiting
product yield is undoubtedly salt stress. Plants try to tackle with stress for removing
the pressure on them. But the method of tackle and the effect of each species differ.
The process of field crops under salinity and their responses vary from species to
species.
5.1 Rice (Oryza sativa L.)
Rice is a monocotyl warm-season cereal crop. It is grown in many parts of the
world, especially Asia, it is an indispensable food of approximately 50% of the
world population [23]. Rice shows more different responses to salt stress compared
to other field crops. Rice crop is severely affected by salinity stress. Especially in the
early growth stage, reduction is observed in the plant growth. In high concentration of salt, reduction is observed in plant seed growth and plant wet weight [31].
The first organ of the plant affected by salinity is root. As a result of excessive
accumulation of Na+ in the root, reduction is observed in plant root and shoot
growth [32]. Salinity has negative effects on cell division and cell wall. As a result
of high concentration of salt, the salt effect is severely observed in leaf length, root
and yield [9]. Rice gives very rapid response under salinity stress. For example, in
early response to stress, production of ethylene phytohormone contributes to plant
survival [23, 33]. Salt stress causes poor development of inner and outer spikelets
and sterility of cluster, this situation results in decreased grain yield [23].
5.2 Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)
Wheat is a cereal genus belonging to the Poaceae family. In today, approximately
36% of humans use wheat as main product [34]. Salt stress affects wheat too. Yield
in wheat starts to decrease in 6 dS/m−1 salinity ratio [35]. The presence of highly
concentrated salts in the soil prevents the plant from bringing water to cells through
its roots, causing osmotic stress and causing ion stress as a result of ion irregularity
in plant. As a result of accumulation of Na+ ion in plants in high concentrations,
causes plant ionic stress more toxic by becoming dominant against other ions [34].
Osmotic stress caused by the absence of water to the plant causes a decrease in germination rates of the wheat varieties against the salt stress they are exposed to [12].
In addition to the negativities occurring in germination, there are some reductions
in the shoot and roots, leaves and cells of the plant. Most sensitive stages against salt
stress in wheat plants are early growth stages [23]. Excessive accumulation of Na+
and Cl− ions in chloroplast, which is the organelle most affected by salt stress, leads
to decrease in photosynthetic ratio [36]. Decreases and stops in photosynthetic
activity occurs when the salinity falls below 150 mM NaCl concentration [37].
5.3 Maize (Zea mays L.)
Maize plant which is not very sensitive to salinity, is a C4 plant belonging to
Poaceae family [38]. The ratio of salt that allows maize to live without harming its
growth and development, without causing any harm, is 0.25 mM NaCl or 1.8 dS/m−1
[39]. When there is salt accumulation above this ratio, disruptions in plant life cycle
occurs. Like the other field crops, maize plant is most susceptible against salt stress
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during early growth stages including germination and seedling stages [40]. Salinity
in seed germination may lead to fatal results by a) causing toxicity of Na+ or Cl− or
both ions, b) preventing the plant from retaining water [39]. Early stages of stress,
the typical reaction of plant before Na+ ions reaches toxic degrees is decrease in
growth as a result of the osmotic reaction [41]. Shoot growth in maize is also disrupted by osmotic stress [23]. The only reason for maize that the stress is caused by
ion imbalance and that it increases and turns into a toxic effect is that Na+ ions make
it difficult to absorb ions such as K+ and Ca2+ and as a result of this, it causes water
loss and causes necrosis [41].
5.4 Sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L.)
Sorghum which is mostly grown in Australia in the world, is a monocotyl C4
plant that belongs to the Poaceae family. Even though sorghum has a high tolerance
against salt concentrations, salt stress has a big role in plant growth deceleration
[42]. In soils with high salinity, ion toxicity and toxicity-induced mineral deficiency
are observed [43]. Tolerable salt concentration for grain sorghum is 6.8 dS/m−1 and
when salinity reaches 7 dS/m−1 25% decrease is observed in yield and when salinity
reaches 10 dS/m−1 a 50% decrease is observed [44]. Under salinity, while germination rate decreases, germination time increases [45]. Plant stem yield and soluble
carbohydrate decrease with increasing salinity [46].
5.5 Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.)
Production of cotton in the world, one of the most important fiber and oil
plants, has increased by 2.5% compared to previous season with 121.6 million
bales [47]. 35% of world fiber usage provided by cotton. Cotton cultivation and
production is mostly done in arid and semi-arid regions [48]. Salinity causes
negative effects on leaf area affected by osmotic stress, plant growth, root and
shoot growth, in addition to these effects salinity causes decreases in photosynthetic activity, fiber quality, metabolic activities [49]. Salinity after flowering
stage causes decrease in fiber quality of plant [23]. Undoubtedly, these occurring
negative effects tend to change depending on the type of cotton, magnitude and
time of stress exposed to.

6. Responses of plant to salt stress
In order to determine the responses of plants to salt stress, firstly we have to
know the factors cause this stress. It is a priority to know whether the toxic effect
caused by excessive salt accumulation in the plant or the osmotic stress caused by
soluble salts in the soil in which the plant is restricting growth. While plants give
rapid responses to external induced osmotic stress, they give slower responses to
accumulation of Na+ ions in the leaves [4, 50].
There are 2 types of struggle with salinity, human-help responses and the plant’s
natural adaptation responses. Natural struggle strategies among plants leans on 3
strategies. 1) extracting Na+ ions from cytoplasm due to low intake, 2) the desire of
Na+ ion to enter the vacuole, 3) accumulation in leaves due to preference. Genotypes
with high concentrations of Na+ ions in leaves have proven to be highly susceptible
to salinity, generally those who tolerate high concentrations are those that transmit
Na+ ions to the vacuoles of leaf cells. Salt tolerant plants get rid of harmful effects of
NaCl [23].

7
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6.1 Morphological adaptation responses against salinity in plants
The factors such as the type of plant (halophyte) that can adapt to the environment in which the plant is located or the type of plant (glycophyte) that is poorly
affected by environment, the time it is exposed to salinity, salt concentrations in
irrigation water have effects on growth and these factors cause plants to develop
different mechanisms against negative effects [4].
6.1.1 Germination
Seed germination is one of the vital stages for the plant but it is prevented by
salinity. Salt stress causes negative effects on plant imbibition and root growth
[51]. Salinity induced decrease in germination and reduction in plant root growth
are connected to ion toxicity and osmotic stress [52]. Decrease in germination is
observed in plants growing under salinity. Especially wheat among field crops, is
severely affected by salinity and decrease in germination is observed. Salinity also
delays germination time [53].
6.1.2 Seedling development
In order for the plant to continue its vital events, seedling development under
salinity stress play an important role. Plant biomass accumulation and stunted
growth of plant are among the results of salinity, the most impact is its role in leaf
area expansion [51]. Although some salt tolerant plants appear to increase biomass
combination under high salinity, there is an inverse relationship between seedling
development and salinity. Salinity also negatively affects seedling fresh and dry
weights, plant length, and root surface area in plant [51].
6.1.3 Photosynthesis
Plant produce their foods with photosynthesis [51]. Photosynthesis is affected
by salinity in long-term or short-term. While it can get rid of the effects in shortterm with stomata restrictions that cause a decrease in carbon accumulation, it
can get rid of the effects caused by salt accumulation in the leaves in long term
[4, 54]. Closure of stomata prevents plant from losing water through transpiration. Deteriorations in thylakoid membranes and decrease in activities of Calvin
cycle enzymes are the most important factors caused by salinity [51]. As a result
of salinity, deterioration in PSII receptors cause yield loss in PSII [51]. Reduced
chlorophyll content due to salinity may be depend on increased pigment degradation or impaired biosynthesis. Generally, the plant shows its response to salinity by
decreasing photosynthetic activity and restricting the production of the factors that
make up this activity [51].
6.1.4 Water relations
Excessive amounts of Na+ and Cl− ions prevents water intake of plant by
increasing osmotic potential of soil, this situation causes negativities in plant
growth by decreasing water consent in plant cells [9]. Under the salinity increase,
inverse correlation against stress between osmotic potential and water potential
occurs, which means that while salinity increases, decrease in both of these factors
is observed [51]. Water based osmotic stress causes closure of stomata and by going
further causes disruption in photosynthesis by preventing CO2 flow. Regulation of
water flow is the key solution in eliminating these negative factors [55].
8
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In addition, in tackling salinity especially in field crops using canal waters instead
of salty groundwater can be preferred. Gypsum usage is also among the options
where canal water is not accessible [56].
6.1.5 Ion toxicity
Salt stress occurs due to accumulation of high amounts of Cl− or Na+ ions in soil
and causes ion toxicity in plant. Although plant responses against salinity varies
from species to species, generally excessive intake of Na+ causes nutrient imbalance
[51–57]. Na+ ion has toxic concentration earlier than Cl− ion [4]. While high concentrations of Na+ ions cause negative effects in photosynthetic activity, they may
lead to worse results in salt sensitive plants [58]. While the effect of Na+ ions may
be negative in some plants, Cl− ion may be more negative in plants such as soybean
and citrus [59]. Cl− ions can also deteriorate photosynthetic activity and may cause
ion toxicity in plants like Na+ ions. In response to ion toxicity ABA hormone, which
is produced by plant itself, is important. The amount of synthesis increases during
stress, it is used to prevent disruption in the growth and development mechanisms
of cell [60–61].
6.1.6 Osmotic stress
Root water conductivity is impaired as the plant’s high salinity restricts water
intake from the soil, resulting in osmotic stress [4–10]. Salinity related osmotic
stress causes closure of stomata [50]. Cell division and elongation are negatively
affected in decreasing turgor pressure [62]. Cell permeability decreases, water
intake to plant deteriorates and this decreases water intake and transpiration rate in
leaf water potential [63]. Most of these effects are observed in maize plants, which
are sensitive to salt stress, from field crops. But when the responses to salt stress are
examined, responses of each plant are different.
6.1.7 Oxidative stress
Salt stress constitutes reactive oxygen species (ROS). Reactive oxygen species
such as H2O2, O2−, OH− are produced in plant cells, in chloroplast and mitochondria
[64]. Decrease in photosynthesis rate increases formation of reactive oxygen species
[65]. Reactive oxygen species increase under stress and balance between antioxidant
defense systems deteriorates and as a result oxidative stress occurs [66]. Under salt
stress the negative effects such as disruption in membrane integrity, oxidation of
carbohydrates and nucleic acids are observed as most harmful effects of reactive
oxygen species [51]. Disruption of a gene related to oxidative stress tolerance may
block the plant’s tolerance to any abiotic stress [4]. Malondialdehydes are considered as important symptoms of oxidative stress, accumulation of high concentrated
malondialdehyde in cells also cause oxidation of complementary structural components of cells [9].
6.2 Physiological and biochemical adaptation responses against salinity in
plants
6.2.1 Ion homeostasis
In plant growth, some ions must be inside of cell. Although ions such as nitrogen,
potassium, calcium are present in soil, they cannot enter the plant cells as a result
of competition with other ions with high concentrations. Presence of salt with high
9
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concentration in soil complicates the intake of these ions which are effective in
plant development. Plants make some responses to ensure that this negative effect
is eliminated and for the continuity of low ion concentration. Dividing the ions to
be added to plants instead of intaking them inside of cells as one time is considered
as important action for plant growth and development [51]. In maintaining the low
concentration of ions, in transportation to plants the cell membrane is important
[67]. Thanks to proteins, channel proteins and semptomers, ions can be moved
to the plant [68]. Antiporters are also used in transportation. These transporters
are located in vacuolar membranes. V-ATPase are known as channels needed for
the continuity of plant under salt stress [69]. Due to the excessive accumulation in
the soil, when Na+ ion enters the cytoplasm, it wants to move to vacuoles and this
transport is carried out by Na+/H+ antiporters. In the cell metabolism of plant, the
other role is cytoplasmic K+ homeostasis. Under salinity, K+ concentration undergoes
a severe decrease [64]. K+ ions, which can be transmittable to cells by K+ transporters and membrane channels, have low concentration under salinity stress. There is
an important factor in cell recruitment. When the extracellular K+ concentration is
low, K+ transporters mediating high affinity of K+ uptake mechanisms allow affinity
if extracellular K+ concentration is high. As a result of this, concentration of Na+ ion
increases under salinity and with this increase Na+ competes with K+ and reduces
K+ uptake into the cell [4, 51]. More K+ retention of roots in plants such as wheat,
maize, beans have been observed as one of the mechanisms applied by plants to
withstand salt stress [51–64]. Accumulation of K+ ions in cell increases under salinity
stress [51, 70].
6.2.2 Biosynthesis of osmoprotectants
Osmoprotectants are high rated soluble compounds [71]. Certain organic
compounds, which are sugars, amino acids, proline and osmoprotectants that are
interchangeable compounds, are synthesized by plants under stress conditions
according to their stress levels. Osmolytes are in charge of providing adaptation
of plant to salt stress [71]. Quaternary ammonium compounds as betalain betanin
which is synthesized only by a few members of Plumbaginacease family [72]. Amino
acids like proline present in plant types are present in different type of plants
from ammonium compounds like betalain betanin present in plant types. These
osmoprotectant compounds can replace each other [73]. While accumulation of
compounds varies with salt stress, most of the osmolytes try to make it easier to
maintain osmotic balance and structure of plant cells with an uninterrupted water
flow [8].
6.2.2.1 Amino acids
Free amino acids take part in reducing osmotic stress caused by high concentrations of salt [74]. Amino acids such as arginine, glycine, alanine, proline, leucine,
valine, serine take part in regulation of cell [75]. Accumulation of these amino acids
is done for solving the problems that the plant creates against salt stress. But amino
acids such as methionine, arginine, which make up the majority of amino acids,
decreases under stress condition unlike proline, which increases under salinity [51].
6.2.2.2 Proline
Proline, which has wide usage, is one of the most common osmolytes [76]. In
high plants, which are found to be abundant, even under salt stress this content
does not decrease, conversely it tends to increase [57]. Accumulation of proline
10
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is accepted as an important precaution to avoid salinity stress [76–77]. The effect
of proline accumulation under salinity conditions varies from species to species.
Increasing the proline content in plant cells is a positive factor in preventing negative effects occurring at cell level [76]. Even in negative conditions, the accumulation of proline helps the plant to grow [76].
6.2.2.3 Glycine betain
Glycine betain, the variety of which is known to be found in organisms as well
as plants, is accepted as the most common quaternary ammonium compound [78].
Under salt stress, it takes part in protecting membrane structure of plant, regulation of plant cells [76–79]. According to the studies, glycine betain accumulated in
chloroplast is more effective than its accumulation in cytosol [79]. In conducted
study, while in rice seedlings, which are under 150 mM salt stress, fragmentation of
grana, swelling of thylakoids, deterioration in mitochondria may be observed, it is
observed that these effects disappear with the pretreatment of glycine betaine [80].
As a result of accumulation of exogenously applied glycine betain, the plant has a
stronger system against stress [76].

7. Conclusion
With increasing population, satisfying the food need of humanity is important.
Responding to this need gets harder day by day. Most of the agricultural lands in
the world are exposed to salt stress. Other than the natural factors causing salt
stress, unfortunately the wrong practices made by people also invite salt stress.
Plants develop some response mechanisms for surviving against the negative
effects occurring on them. These mechanisms which we can group as physiological,
morphological, biochemical, depend on the magnitude and effect of stress and vary
from species to species. As a result of these responses, the tolerance of plants to the
environment they live in increases, they may be affected less by external factors and
they may continue their life cycle.
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